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Abstract
Prophylactic and rehabilitative ankle training programs rarely incorporate ankle eversion exercises of the weight bearing leg during one-legged stand. Such training may be necessary for the optimal PL function and dynamic ankle control. In this study, we compared a PL exercise that involved eversion of the inverted ankle of a weight bearing leg against the heel lift (HL), a popular PL
strengthening exercise. The PL activation patterns were studied in 20 university students (7 male
and 13 female). The self-reported dominant legs of the subjects were tested in this study. After
recording the surface electromyographic (EMG) activity level of their PL maximal voluntary isometric contractions (MVIC), the subjects performed HL, and ankle eversions of the weight bearing
ankle during one-legged stand. Ankle eversions were initiated from two inverted ankle positions,
20 degree inversion (EV1) and 25 degree inversion (EV2). The ankle position and the PL muscle
activity were recorded with an accelerometer affixed to the dorsum of the foot and a surface EMG
electrode over PL respectively. The ranges of motion for HL, EV1, and EV2 were 25, 29, and 31 degrees respectively. Expressed as percentage of MVIC, the average normalized EMG linear envelopes for EV1 (73%) and EV2 (74%) were significantly greater than HL (64%). These results
demonstrated that eversions of the inverted ankle of the weight bearing leg elicited stronger PL
activation that may result in better lateral ankle strength and dynamic control. Incorporation of
weight bearing ankle eversions may enhance effectiveness of PL exercise and balance.
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1. Introduction
In the event of a sudden ankle inversion, peroneus longus (PL) plays a key role in preventing or limiting the seHow to cite this paper: Chen, J., Jack, R., Appelle, J., Bushuk, M. and Smith, C. (2015) Surface Electromyographic Study of
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verity of a lateral ankle sprain [1]. Biomechanical study indicates the prime importance of the PL strength in
limiting ankle inversion as compared with mechanical barrier effect provided by various functional ankle orthoses and taping [2]. Optimal function of this evertor muscle depends on its strength [3], timely activation [4]
[5], proprioception [6], and central modulation of motor control [7].
An effective functional exercise for PL may require several contextual elements that include the eversion of
an inverted ankle, weight bearing, and postural control. These elements approximate the circumstance when PL
is called to task and have been shown to evoke strong peroneal activation [8] [9]. Furthermore, deficits associated with injured or unstable ankles may be more effectively addressed through ankle eversion exercises that
incorporate postural control and weight bearing. There are evidences that ankle instability may be associated
with functional deficits of peroneal muscles under weight-bearing condition. Individuals with a history of ankle
injury and functional ankle instability exhibited diminished peroneal activity in the weight bearing leg condition
[10] as well as a delayed and decreased motor response to ankle inversion [4] [5]. These deficits may be partly
related to poor postural control in persons with ankle injury. Consistent with this view is the phenomenon of reciprocal influence between the ankle injury and the impaired postural control. Individuals with an acute ankle
sprain or with a history of repetitive ankle sprains suffered from impaired postural control during single-leg
standing [11]-[14]. On the other hand, poor balance performance was highly predictive of future injury risk in
prospective studies [15]-[17]. Therefore, in order to mitigate ankle injury related deficits and to reduce the risk of
ankle injury, an argument can be made for peroneal strengthening exercises to be carried out in the context of a
weight-bearing inverted ankle and postural control.
PL exercises that are commonly performed include resistive ankle eversion with cuff and elastic tubing,
weight-bearing heel lift (HL), and balance board. Though safe and effective in early rehabilitation, these exercises do not challenge PL performance of ankle eversion while maintaining postural balance and weight bearing.
We believe that the optimal peroneal strength and control can be elicited during eversion of inverted ankle on a
single-leg standing and such maneuver is important for functional performance of peroneal muscles. In this
study, we tested an exercise that engages peroneal function in terms of eversion, balancing, and single-leg
standing. We documented PL EMG and ankle movement. For a comparison, subjects also performed HL during
one-legged stand, an exercise believed to evoke peak EMG activity in PL [8]. Each subject’s maximal voluntary
isometric contraction (MVIC) of PL was also recorded in order to ascertain the level of the maximal PL EMG
activity that will be used to normalize EMG activity levels of HL and ankle eversion.

2. Methods
2.1. Design
We examined PL EMG levels, the dependant variable, in response to different ankle movements, the independent variables. The self-reported dominate leg was selected as the weight bearing leg. Subjects performed ankle
eversion and heel lift during the one legged stand. To compare the activities of the PL muscle during ankle eversion and HL, PL EMG and ankle movements were monitored with a surface EMG electrode mounted over the
PL muscle and an accelerometer affixed to the dorsum of the foot.
The eversion exercises were carried out by first placing the ankle joint in an inverted position. With the lateral
edge of the foot rested on a force plate, the medial one third of the foot was elevated with a firm mat placed next
to the force plate (Figure 1). For the eversion with low mat (EV1), a 8.5 mm thickness mat was used and created
a 20 degree ankle inversion on average; a 17 mm thickness mat was deployed for the second eversion (EV2) resulting in an average 25 degree ankle inversion. The start and the end of each eversion were recorded when the
lateral foot lifted and touched on the force plate respectively. The same weight bearing leg also performed HL.
With the heel on the force plate and forefoot on the floor (Figure 2), the start and end of the movements were
registered as the heel lifted off and touched down on the force plate. The ranges of ankle eversion or plantar
flexion were recorded with an accelerometer that was pre-calibrated. Subjects were intrusted to move their ankle
according to the verbal cadence of the researcher and to exert maximal effort to reach the limits of their ankle
motion.

2.2. Participants
The experimental procedure and subject participation were approved by the institutional research ethics board.
The twenty subjects, consisting of 7 male and 13 female volunteers, were recruited from the student population
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Figure 1. Eversions of the inverted ankle. To place the ankle into an inverted
position, the medial one third of the foot was elevated with a firm matt right
next to the force plate and the lateral edge rested on the force place. Two matt
thicknesses were used, 8.5 mm thickness (EV1) and 17 mm (EV2), and
created 20 degree and 25 degree inversions on average respectively. Peroneus
longus EMG and ankle motion were monitored with a surface electrode, accelerometer, and a force place platform.

in school of human kinetics. All participants signed consent forms. The average age of the subjects was 20.5 ±
1.5, with a range of 19 to 24. All subjects were free of ankle injury for at least 2 years, received no previous ankle specific training, and had no self-reported ankle instability episodes such as sudden giving way.

2.3. Procedures
PL muscle activity was recorded with a pre-amplified differential surface EMG electrode and electromyographic
amplifier (Model 544, Therapeutics Unlimited Inc., Iowa City, IA). The surface electrode was placed on the skin
at the junction of the proximal and middle third of the fibular over the palpable compartment [18]. Raw EMG
voltages were band-pass filtered between 20 Hz - 400 Hz. These filtered voltages were then rectified and
low-pass filtered at 6Hz to create a linear envelope. MVIC of PL muscle was recorded first. MVIC was performed against manual resistance while the subject was in a sitting position and attempting ankle eversion and
plantar flexion. For EMG recorded during ankle movements, the linear envelopes were normalized to the peak
activity level of MVIC trials and expressed as percentage of MVIC. Average normalized EMG levels were determined for HL, EV1 and EV2. The range of ankle movement was monitored with an EVAL-ADXL327Z
tri-axial accelerometer [Analog Devices, Nashua, NH] that was affixed to the dorsum foot. Raw accelerometer
voltages were converted to angles using a custom calibration performed prior to testing. An initial angular bias
trial was recorded for each subject so that differences in the alignment of the accelerometer between subjects
could be removed. To determine when the foot lifted off and re-established the contact on the force plate, vertical ground reaction forces were determined with an AMTI BP400600 force plate and a MSA-6 MiniAmp (Advance Mechanical Technology Incorporated, Watertown, MA). Forces less than 3N were used to indicate when
the subject’s foot had lifted off the ground. This threshold was found to be optimal for the purposes of this
study.
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Figure 2. Heel lift. The heel lift of the weight bearing leg was carried with
the heel on the force place and rest of the foot on the ground. Peroneus longus
EMG and ankle motion were monitored with a surface electrode, accelerometer, and a force place platform.

For each type of the ankle movements as well as MVIC of PL muscle, subjects performed 3 trials. Each trial
consisted of 3 consecutive eversions or heel lifts. Sample tracings for a typical trial were provided showing
synchronous recordings of EMG and ankle motion data (Figure 3). The order of ankle movement type performed was randomized with a digital randomizer. While on one legged stand, subjects were only allowed to assist balancing with their fingertips, which could lightly touch a near by free standing frame if necessarily.

2.4. Statistical Analysis
A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was performed to assess the significance of
the differences among the ankle movements. Post hoc paired T tests were then conducted to evaluate the differences in pairs of the ankle movements. The alpha value for ANOVA analysis and the T tests were set at 0.01 and
0.05 respectively.

3. Results
The ranges of ankle motion were summarised in Table 1 commenced at two inverted ankle positions, the ankle
movements ranged in 29 degrees of eversion or 31 degrees of eversion for EV1 and EV2 respectively. HL exercise produced 25 degrees of ankle planter flexion on average.
Expressed as the percentage of MVIC (Figure 4), the EMG linear envelope averages during the three ankle
movements of the weight bearing leg were 64% ± 7.25% (HL), 73% ± 7.45% (EV1), and 74% ± 7.07% (EV2).
ANOVA revealed a significant difference among the EMG averages of the three ankle exercise, F [2.38] = 6.471,
P < 0.01. Post hoc paired tests showed the averaged EMG linear envelopes of EV1 and EV2 were significantly
higher than that of HL exercise and P values were <0.014 and 0.0016 for EV1 and EV2 respectively.

4. Discussion
In previous experiments, under non-weight bearing condition, the combined range of motion for active ankle
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Sample tracings of peroneus longus EMG and ankle movements. Recordings made during ankle eversion (a) and
heel lift (b). From top to bottom are raw EMG, linear envelope of EMG, and ankle movement in degrees.

Figure 4. Average and Peak EMG Levels during ankle movement: peroneus
longus activation is expressed as percentage of MVC. HL = heel lift, average
EMG is 64%; EV1 = eversion 1, average EMG is 73%; EV2 = eversion 2,
average EMG is 74%. *Significant difference compared with HL, P < 0.05.
Error bar = standard error of the mean.
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Table 1. Ankle range of motion.
Ankle movement

Average ROM

Error

HL

25

1.6

EV1

29

2.2

EV2

31

2.4

HL = heel lift; ROM = range of motion; Error = standard error of the mean. N = 20.

inversion and eversion was reported to be 42 degrees measured in sitting position with goniometer [19]. The ankle motion recorded in our study was smaller. Maintaining balance on a single leg stand put a restriction on extreme ankle inversion that may account for the smaller total ankle range of motion. However, total eversion
ranges accomplished by subjects in this study are sufficiently large to produce meaningful ankle displacement
and isotonic muscle contraction. The range of motion for heel lift recorded in this study also falls within the
range of values reported by Lunsford and Perry [20].
Although HL of the weight bearing leg has been shown to elicit strong PL muscle activation in EMG and to
be biomechanically relevant to forefoot stability during gait cycle, no comparison has been made to PL activation patterns of ankle eversion and HL in the weight bearing leg. We found EMG levels were significantly
greater during ankle eversion. The strong peroneal activation recorded in this study was expected because of the
combined tasks of balancing and eversion. Peroneal muscles are pivotal for ankle eversion and postural balance
[2] [21], both of these functions are challenged while performing ankle eversion standing on one leg. HL exercise provoked less peroneal activity, likely due to the synergistic action of triceps surae group that partly mitigated the reliance on PL [22]. A similar comparison between vertical jump and side-cut during dynamic wholly
body exercises also demonstrated side-cuts produced significantly greater surface EMG of PL than maximum
vertical jumps [23].
PL is a primary stabilizer of the forefoot during gait cycle [9]. The peak activation of PL occurs during the
push off phase when the increased rigidity of the forefoot is required [8]. These observations provided the impetus for the emphasis on HL exercise that strengthens peroneal muscles. Our results illustrated the need for
more demanding eversion exercise of the ankle. In particular, in order to elicit peak peroneal activation, ankle
exercise may need to incorporate balancing, weight bearing, and primary action(s) of the PL. Bellew et al. has
shown a greater peroneal activation when a lateral pull was incorporated in HL exercise [7].
The benefit of the ankle eversion exercise described in this study may go beyond the strong peroneal activation. Activation and control of a muscle are not an isolated motor command but a part of a motor module or
functional synergies of muscle groups over multiple joints recruited in a particular context of performance requirement [17] [24]. With or without ankle injury, muscular dysfunction may be more overt in the biomechanically relevant natural performance than strength deficiency measured in strength test. Consistent with this view
were the findings that peroneal activity was significantly reduced during gait cycle while the concentric peroneal
strength measured by instrument showed little or no weakness compared with the controls [3] [10]. Bloem et al.
[25] showed that hip and trunk proprioceptive inputs may have contributed significantly to the initiation of
lower leg balance correcting responses after a sudden perturbation of a platform on which subjects stood. These
observations pointed to the importance of dynamic ankle control of evertor strength in balance and ankle injury.
They also provided the support for the weight bearing ankle eversion in addition to non-weight bearing ankle
eversion exercise and HL. Anankle conditioning exercise may achieve greater results if it engages the entire
functional motor synergy in a specific task. Conversely, muscle synergy may be negatively affected after an
event of injury as observed by Bullock-Saxton et al. [26]. They detected bilateral deﬁcits of gluteus medius recruitment in subjects with a history of severe unilateral ankle sprain.

5. Conclusion
Exercises targeting PL have been fundamental in ankle conditioning and rehabilitation. Resistive ankle eversions and HL often constituted the core of ankle specific training before more dynamic movements of the entire
lower extremities such as jumping and running. Our study provided quantified data and rationale in support of
the weight bearing ankle eversion that can be incorporated in an ankle specific training. This exercise should be
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safe and practical to perform in view of the fact that only a small lift (8.5 mm thickness) under the medial foot
was capable to elicit peak PL activation.
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